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style + view
Windsor Windows & Doors has established a proud tradition of developing unique home construction solutions for more than
70 years. Our extensive line of windows and doors opens up a home to the ambiance and beauty of the outdoors, while the
inspired designs and lasting performance of our products present an endless array of possibilities to architects and builders.
Windsor uses the highest quality materials, resulting in products that are not only beautiful, but also durable, strong and energy
efficient. Choose from a wide selection of materials, as well as expanded sizes and decorative accessories that will make others
take notice. Each product is designed to meet specific needs, depending on architectural style, regional preference and price point.
Regardless of the product you choose, Windsor is committed to being the best value in the industry.
Stylish hardware. Stunning colors. Sleek finishes. No matter what design you have in mind, Windsor allows you to achieve it in style.
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mix + match
Streamline your design with contemporary finishes,
or let understated colors be the showstopper. Go bold
with a textured black exterior or a painted black interior.
Highlight your views with a low profile 90-degree corner
window or a sprawling 20-foot multi-slide door. Our
product combinations are nearly endless...
> Take a daring approach with white interiors and hardware that serve as strong accents against other colors.
> Choose black finishes for a powerful contrast to lighter
colors in a modern design, or an inviting, seamless
complement to darker shades.
> Create a hint of drama and elegance in any door or
window by incorporating bronze or black into your palette.
> Add a sense of lightness to your home with satin nickel.
> Brighten things up with brushed chrome, which offers
a lighter luster than satin nickel while maintaining a
subtle look.
> Make your hardware stand out from its surroundings
with the brilliant sheen of polished chrome.

n o w i m a g i n e w h a t y o u c a n d o ...
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one-of-a-kind
configurations
Round out the contemporary look with our new Textured Black
feature color. This black finish gives Windsor’s windows and
doors a rugged, utilitarian appearance that provides an added
tactile dimension sought after by architects. This exterior clad
color enhances visual appeal across many different styles and
adds dramatic contrast to any architectural design.
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casement
+ awning
Create a clean and understated look with Pinnacle wood
clad casements and awnings. Our energy and cost efficient
windows offer the ultimate in performance, stability and
style. Take advantage of a convenient, easy-to-maintain
unit offering maximum light and excellent ventilation. With
an array of sizes and options, we can make a casement
or awning for any room in your home.
Improved energy efficiency comes from our thick, two-inch
sash and thermally broken frame that increase insulation
and, more importantly, reduce your energy bills. And our
sleek, single-lever, multi-point hardware makes for a tight,
leakproof fit built for years of style and effortless operation.
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direct set + low
profile direct set
Our line of Pinnacle direct set and low profile direct set windows gives
you the opportunity to make a bold statement. Choose an angle peak
at the top of a casement or make it completely original with side-by-side
windows to create walls of glass. Be inspired and get creative with our
direct set line of products and benefit from the same exacting measures
of energy efficiency and overall quality as our other windows and doors.
Custom-shaped or standard, direct set windows can enhance the clean,
modern aesthetics of your design.
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90-degree
corner window
Constructed with the same frame as our Pinnacle clad low
profile direct set, our 90-degree corner window is designed
with clean, straight lines to maximize your view. Corner units
are available with a glazed corner post or choose to forgo
the post altogether for virtually unobstructed sightlines.*
Increased visible glass provides a clear view of the outside
world, while high-performance thermal ratings maintain a
comfortable indoor environment. Whether you want to finish
off a sunroom with architectural interest or create expansive
panoramic views in a kitchen, our corner windows offer a
stunning option sure to give your project a bold, modern look.

Clear powder
coat paint exterior

Pine interior

*Open units with no corner post will require field glazing by others.
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stile + style
With more visible glass than a classic French stile,
our narrow stile door significantly increases the
daylight opening to create a clean, contemporary look.

narrow stile swinging patio door

Match your architectural style with performance by choosing a Pinnacle swinging patio door. Create unique sightlines,
maximize natural light and improve outdoor views with significantly more visible glass afforded by our narrow stiles.
A complement to any home’s décor, Windsor’s beautifully crafted in-swing and out-swing doors are available in five
unique interior finishes with heights up to eight feet tall. The versatility of design options continues, with 51 different
exterior clad colors and finishes, several hardware styles, multiple hardware finishes and numerous grille options.
For safety, multi-point locking hardware is available. For style, add a customized transom or sidelite. Select one
panel to operate or two panels, or include up to four panels in one frame. With narrow stile swinging patio doors,
the options are nearly endless.
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narrow stile
sliding patio
door
Windsor’s sleek, narrow stile sliding doors will
be the talk of your next outdoor event. With
more visible glass than classic French stile
doors, incredible ease of operation and modern
aesthetics, our narrow stile sliding patio doors
are the perfect complement to your contemporary
design. Constructed with up to four panels, the
doors glide effortlessly on two end adjustable
tandem steel ball bearing rollers and offer
a pultruded fiberglass sill in a gray or bronze
finish. Heavy-duty weatherstripping also ensures
your patio doors will be ready for the changing
seasons, even when your patio is not.
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narrow stile multi-slide
patio door
Expand the feel of your indoor living space and let the beauty of the outdoors in. Featuring
increased visible glass, narrow stile multi-slide patio doors highlight brilliant outdoor views
and give your home a unique, contemporary architectural look. Not only an impactful design
element, our clad multi-slide doors enhance your modern style while flooding your interior
with an abundance of natural light.
Available in stacking or pocket configurations up to 20 feet wide, Pinnacle narrow stile
multi-slide patio doors are designed to complement our existing Pinnacle collection and
offer many of the same features as other products in the line. Choose from 43 clad colors,
eight anodized finishes, one of five interior finishes, and a variety of glazing options and
grille patterns.
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narrow stile bi-fold patio door
Designed with narrow stiles for more visible glass and to maximize your views, the innovative concept

5-3/16"

of bi-fold patio doors brings open-air luxury to virtually any custom project. Quality, high-performance
and stunning beauty come together in Pinnacle narrow stile bi-fold patio doors. We offer this versatile
product in many sizes and configurations, which allows for installation in standard construction openings.
Pinnacle bi-fold patio doors feature a revolutionary hinge system that provides graceful operation
and reliable function for years to come. Offered in three heights, our narrow stile bi-fold doors can
3-3/8"

be assembled with as few as two panels, and up to eight panels wide. Imagine having the capability
to span an opening as high as eight feet tall and up to 24 feet wide.
Highly customizable, with thousands of available product possibilities, from stylish hardware to stunning
colors and contemporary finishes, the opportunities are nearly endless. Enhance your home with bi-fold
doors and be inspired by the view.

5-3/16"
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options + accessories

standard clad colors

White

Linen

Ivory

Sandstone

Clay

Tan

Sage Brown

Walnut

Desert Dust

Bronze

Appalachian
Brown

Red River
Rouge

Cinnamon

Sage Green

Hunter Green

Military Blue

Clear

Dove Gray

Slate Gray

Charcoal Gray

Sable

Black

Burnt Pumpkin

feature clad colors
Custom color matching is also available.

French Vanilla

Burnt Sun

Pueblo Tan

Dijon

Beige

Coastal Tan

Sierra Tan

Putty

Antique Bronze

Sunflower

Copper

Brick Red

Redwood

Boysenberry

Patina Green

Camarillo
Green

Midnight Blue

Stormy
Monday

Dark Bronze

Textured Black

anodized finishes

Clear
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Champagne

Light Bronze

Medium Bronze

Dark Bronze

Extra Dark Bronze

Black

Copper

NOTE: Printing limitations prevent exact color/finish representation. See your Windsor distributor for actual samples.

interior wood species

Clear Select Pine

Douglas Fir

interior finishes

Natural Alder

Painted White

Painted Black

patio door handles + finishes
Brushed chrome, polished chrome, satin nickel and brass feature a clear coating that protects the finish against tarnishing and peeling. It extends the rich, bright life of the finish and
dramatically delays the aging process.
1/Bi-fold doors are available with the contemporary swinging handle in satin nickel, brass and oil rubbed bronze; 2/Euro swinging handle is only available in satin nickel and black;
3/Flush mount handle is only available in satin nickel, faux bronze, oil rubbed bronze and black.

contemporary1
Swinging Patio
Door Handle

White

Brushed
Chrome

Polished
Chrome

Satin
Nickel

Antique
Nickel

Brass

Antique
Brass

Faux
Bronze

Oil Rubbed
Bronze

euro2
Swinging Patio
Door Handle

contemporary

euro

flush mount3

Sliding Patio
Door Handle

Sliding Patio
Door Handle

Multi-slide Patio
Door Handle

Black

NOTE: Printing limitations prevent exact color/finish representation. See your Windsor distributor for actual samples.
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options + accessories

contemporary stops + glazing bead

Casement Operating

Casement Picture

Low Profile Direct Set
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contemporary grille profiles

Exterior: 7/8" Tall Putty
Interior: 7/8" Contemporary

Exterior: 1-1/4" Ogee
Interior: 1-1/4" Contemporary

Exterior: 2" Tall Putty
Interior: 2" Contemporary
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cross section details
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pinnacle
clad casement
operating

pinnacle
clad casement
stationary

pinnacle
clad casement
picture

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Horizontal

Horizontal

Horizontal

pinnacle
clad direct
set

pinnacle
clad low profile
direct set

pinnacle
clad corner
window

HORIZONTAL

Vertical

Horizontal

VERTICAL

VERTICAL

Vertical

Horizontal

HORIZONTAL

Vertical
VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

Horizontal

VERTICAL
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cross section details

pinnacle clad
narrow in-swing
patio door

pinnacle clad
narrow out-swing
patio door

HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

VERTICAL

Vertical

VERTICAL

Vertical

Vertical

HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL

Horizontal

HORIZONTAL

Horizontal

Horizontal
VERTICAL

VERTICAL

VERTICAL
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pinnacle clad
narrow sliding
patio door

pinnacle clad narrow
stacking multi-slide
patio door

pinnacle clad
narrow bi-fold
patio door

VERTICAL

Vertical

Horizontal

VERTICAL

Vertical

Horizontal
HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL
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every project + every style
Windsor Windows & Doors has distinct product lines for every application. New construction. Room additions.
Window replacement. Windsor has the solutions to help meet any home building or home improvement need.
Discover all of the products we have to offer.
pinnacle

legend

The strength and beauty of natural wood define our elite Pinnacle line of

Legend products are constructed from solid cellular PVC, creating the traditional

products. Crafted from the finest pine, alder and fir, Pinnacle windows and

look and feel of painted wood with the low maintenance and strong durability of

doors add a measure of elegance to any home.

vinyl. Our windows are protected against rotting, warping, cracking or swelling

From subtle to showy, Pinnacle products are endlessly customizable through
an array of finishes, hardware, shapes, grille options, cladding colors, glass
and trim options, allowing the perfect window or door to be created.
Homeowners can choose from the technologically advanced Pinnacle Select,
the durable and damage resistant Pinnacle wood clad or Pinnacle primed,
which arrives ready to be painted any color.
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with a 25-year warranty. Legend products are well suited for both new construction and historical renovation.
Legend HBR products combine the strength and durability of our Legend cellular
PVC frame with a wood clad sash. This powerful hybrid offers a low-maintenance
exterior with a beautiful wooden interior.

next dimension

revive pocket replacement windows

Next Dimension Signature windows and doors are robust, reliable products that

There’s a lot to love about a home – its unique character, timeless details and

offer the resilience of extruded multi-chambered vinyl. Enhanced components

genuine craftsmanship. Drafty, unsightly windows can easily steal away from

and sturdy construction add strength and stability. Homeowners enjoy exceptional

the beauty of these features. That’s where Revive pocket replacement windows

performance and energy efficiency.

come into the picture.

Next Dimension Classic is available in single and double hung units, sliders and

Each window can be transformed with stunning Windsor quality in about an hour

sliding patio doors. What makes Next Dimension Classic unique is its sloped sill,

– with fewer worries about disturbing any treasured wood trim or other interior

tilt sash, brickmould profile frame and decorative features, such as a profiled

and exterior features. And because they’re meticulously built to order with cus-

inner grille and simulated divided lite.

tomizable features in three high-quality materials (wood clad, hybrid and vinyl),

Next Dimension Pro vinyl windows and patio doors are designed for light
commercial, multi-family and residential applications, all at a highly competitive
price. Vinyl extrusions ensure superior weathering, durability and color retention.
Construction features are built in to reduce maintenance, add strength and
security, and maximize weather resistance.

TM

Windsor Revive pocket replacement windows are a fast, uncomplicated upgrade.

revive sash replacement kit
Replace old, drafty, inefficient double hung sashes with energy efficient, dual pane
sashes. Windsor’s Revive Sash Replacement Kit makes updating easy, allowing
homeowners to leave existing interior trim and plaster in place. Choose from three

All Next Dimension vinyl products are available in white or clay, as well as

different replacement sashes: versatile primed wood, durable aluminum clad or

seven painted exterior colors (white, ivory, tan, bronze, cinnamon, hunter

low-maintenance cellular PVC. Revive sashes feature EZ Tilt, which provides fast

green and black). These products offer commercially rated performance

access for hassle-free cleaning.

and low maintenance, and are backed by a lifetime limited warranty.
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contemporary glazing bead option |
square profile

contemporary stop option |
contemporary stop

contemporary grille option |
contemporary WDL grille
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hardware | flush mount handle

interior finish | painted black

•

(only offered in satin nickel, oil rubbed bronze,
faux bronze + black)

interior finish | painted white

•

hardware | euro sliding handle

interior wood species | natural alder

•

hardware | contemporary sliding handle

interior wood species | douglas fir

•

(only offered in satin nickel + black)

interior wood species | clear select pine

awning

hardware | euro swinging handle

exterior | 8 anodized finishes

hardware | contemporary swinging handle

exterior | 43 clad colors

(available in all 10 finishes for swinging doors; only offered
in satin nickel, brass + oil rubbed bronze on bi-fold doors)

contemporary product matrix
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© 2017 Woodgrain Millwork Inc. Woodgrain Millwork, Windsor, the Windsor Lion logo, Next Dimension and Legend
are registered trademarks of Woodgrain Millwork Inc. Windsor Windows & Doors, Pinnacle, Revive and Redstone
are trademarks of Woodgrain Millwork Inc. Windsor Windows & Doors is an ENERGY STAR ® partner and an NFRC,
USGBC and WDMA member. Windsor products are certified and labeled according to the guidelines established
by the National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC).
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